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A strategic point
in the battle for sales
Today's intense competition calls for new and more effective mer-
chandising methods. Several plans pioneered by Bell System men are
proving helpful.
For example: the "Where to Buy It" section of the telephone book.
Here local dealers are listed beneath the trade marks of advertised products
—such as Plymouth, Greyhound Lines, Exide, RCA Victor. This service
helps manufacturers to reduce substitution, helps dealers to increase sales,
helps you to locate the brand you want.
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TAKE A TRIP HOME BY TELEPHONE 1 
—TONIGHT AT HALF-PAST EIGHT! I
Surveying
This
Issue
A view showing the erectionof a stone column of a build-
ing is shown on the cover.
THE view of the industrial sec-
I tion of the city of Cleveland
shown on the frontispiece gives
an idea of how the modern indus-
trial center of a large city ap-
pears at night.
THE trend in all forms of coin-
' mercial transportation today
is toward fast and cheap service.
The railroads have spent consid-
erable amounts of time in re-
search building cars which are
streamline, have air suspension,
and are of light weight in con-
struction. Mr. Harrod describes
some of the new features of the
cars which are being constructed
at the present time.
DECENTLY much has been
IN written about the new plant
which is now under construction
for the extraction of bromine
from sea water. In an article en-
titled "Chemical Treasures of the
Ocean," Mr. Weaver describes
some of the other elements which
are contained in the ocean water.
THE process of the production
I of fine steel wire is one which
is of particular interest from the
chemical and mechanical stand-
point. There are many problems
involved in the process and Mr.
Mann has written an interesting
description of some of them.
THE ROSE TECHNIC has decided
I that in order to encourage the
writing of student articles to
award cash prizes for the three
best written articles. The con-
test is open to all students except
staff members. The Rules of the
contest may be found on page 9.
—J. J. H.
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Recent Developments In
Railway Construction
• By Raymond J. Harrod, m., '36
1 T is a well known fact that inthe last few years the railwayshave lost a great deal of traffic
to new and, in some cases, un-
fair competition from the bus,
truck, airplane, boat, and auto-
mobile. In order to cope with
this competition, some roads and
other interested corporations and
persons have attempted to in-
crease business by introducing
certain innovations in manage-
ment and operation, some of
which should be of interest to
engineers, especially to those en-
gaged in railway, automotive,
traction, and aeromechanical
lines.
The railways deserve a fair
deal. Whatever change in the
transportation industry may be
necessary, it should not be
brought about too quickly, but
there should be time for read-
justments. The present system of
taxation and subsidies is admit-
tedly unfair to the carriers. Most
of the older highways, over which
there is heavy traffic, were built
and paid for by property taxes, a
large part of which were paid by
the railroads on th eir very large
investment in land, buildings, and
other taxable property. The Rail-
way Age claims that the railroads
pay 7(A of their gross income
for taxes alone, while the com-
mercial automobile pays only 5%
for taxes and licenses to use the
highways. Thus truck and bus
taxes could justly be raised 40(A
or more. Another point is labor
conditions. A truck driver works
12 to 14 hours a day for any-
thing from "board and room" up
to two cents a mile ; a railroad
man gets a decent wage and a
seven or eight hour day.
Reduction of Time Important
The main problem of the com-
panies, besides trying to obtain
justice, is to cut down the time
and cost of getting goods from
the patron's warehouse aboard
the train and vice versa. The con-
tainer car, "rail van," "dry-flow"
car, and ferry truck (shipping
loaded trucks or trailers by rail)
systems, and the coordinated
trucking companies are all means
devised for this purpose. The con-
tainer and the "rail van" are
bodies, differing in size and meth-
ods of handling, for use on rail-
way cars and trucks. There are
eight containers to a car and two
"vans" ; the former uses over-
head cranes and the latter uses
rollers. In the designing of a con-
tainer, or any transferable body,
the problem is to make it so that
it can be transferred with a
minimum outlay of time, labor,
and capital, and at the same time
rest firmly on the car.
The coordinated truck is being
used to recapture local, high-class
business. Fast trucks operate be-
tween near-by business houses
and freight depots, while between
depots the goods are carried by
fast freight or local passenger
trains. Another plan is to let the
already established Railway Ex-
press Agency carry high class
freight at much reduced rates.
Efficiency and economy are be-
ing sought in designing and con-
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structing special cars, such as
covered hopper cars for carrying
grain, cement, and other such ma-
terials in bulk, and the four wheel
refrigerator for small consign-
ments of meat.
The demand in passenger
transportation is for fast, fre-
quent, yet cheap service. Speed
and frequency without sacrifice
of safety and comfort are needed
to meet airplane competition in
the de luxe field, while in the
lower field, bus competition de-
mands frequency, economy, and
greater comfort. At present con-
siderable work is being done to
improve rail travel, such as air
conditioning, resilient wheels,
cushioning, stream lining, and
changes in motive power.
Through the use of alloys and re-
designing, lighter weight cars are
being put into service. Some of
these features have been incor-
porated in more or less standard
coaches ; more recently they are
being used in cars of radical de-
sign. The first change was to the
gasoline and then to the gas-
electric cars which were intro-
duced several years ago. The
present ones can pull from one
to four standard coaches.
New Model Railcar
The latest model, of which
there are two now under con-
struction, is a three car articu-
lated unit having these features :
light weight—the entire unit will
only weigh as much as a standard
Pullman—stream lined, cush-
ioned, air conditioned, no under-
frame, electric transmission, top
iL
speed 120 mph, 600 hp power
plant, 9 ft. wide, 11 ft., 8 in. high,
head room 7 ft., 2 in., wt. 80 tons,
and capacity about 11 9 pass-
engers plus mail and baggage.
One unit is built of aluminum al-
loy ; the other of "shotwelded"
stainless steel. This is the first
attempt at radical design in this
country for other than local
service, or rather the first at-
tempt to meet airplane competi-
tion. The hope of the builders is
to create eventually a system by
which the sustained speed will
be enough—about 100 mph.—to
hold the higher class patronage,
without sacrificing the present
safety record, which is 5,600
times that of the airplane carry-
ing passengers on regular routes.
There is quite a little here for the
consideration of the civil engi-
neer, such as grades, grade cross-
ings, and elevating through cities.
Of interest to operators of local
service, including street cars, is
the pneumatic tire for railways.
Because of the high coefficient of
friction between rubber and steel,
a light car will operate with very
great acceleration and decelera-
tion, and at low cost. A Ford car,
with two standard freight cars in
tow, stopped and was shifted
through to high on one of the
steepest grades of a railway. Two
types of wheels have been cre-
ated. Goodyear and Firestone
have each placed on the market a
wheel with high-pressure (100-
120 lbs.) pneumatic tires and
steel flanges having a steel or
wood safety rim making a U
shaped air space. Twin-Coach
brought out a rail-bus with ordi-
nary auto wheels, but with small
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guide wheels before and after
each wheel that do not rest on the
rail. However, Twin-Coach has
put out at least two rail-busses
with Firestone wheels. Ordinary
Twin-Coach busses are adaptable
to use on railways because of
their short wheel base. But the
weight of any pneumatic-tired
rail car is greatly limited by the
pressure in the tire and the area
of contact with the rail ; thus, if
this idea is developed, the units
will have many wheels that will
have large radii.
Giving insulation against jar,
noise, and vibration, as does the
pneumatic tire, is the resilient
wheel, that is a wheel with rub-
ber or paper or such material
between the steel tire and the
hub. This is not new ; there was a
book published in 1879 showing
two models. Since this type was
in use years ago, it is logical to
believe that it will be used again
when the weight of the cars per-
mit it. A car has been built in
Austria with pneumatic tires rid-
ing on the inside of rims of steel
wheels.
Because of the flexibility, al-
most all of the larger units neces-
sarily have electrical transmis-
sion ; yet there is a possibility for
direct drive ; this will probably
take the form of tractor-trailer or
tractor semi-trailer units, in
order to eliminate the use of un-
necessary drive shafts, universal
joints, and differentials. Through
service would be provided for by
this separation of the coach and
motive power.
But the transportation problem
is for the business specialist more
than for the engineer.
Cut Courtesy E. K. Howe & Sons
92 Passenzer, 160 H. P. Rail Car with Air Suspension, 92 ft., 6 in. Overall Length
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Cut Courtesy Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering
The Dow Chemical Co., Midland, Michigan, is erecting a plant for the extraction of Bromine from sea water
Chemical Treasures
Of The Ocean
By Joseph B. Weaver, ch. e., '35
T
HE question arises in the
mind of many of the scien-
tific men of today regarding
the sources of the necessary
chemical elements in sufficient
quantities to satisfy the future
demand. It is the purpose of this
article to show that a great many
of these can be obtained from
that part of our earth which has
as yet been studied very little, the
ocean.
Since the lowest spots on earth
are found on the floor of the
ocean, it follows that the soluble
products would be deposited here
by erosion. Now every element
is soluble to a certain extent and
therefore should exist either in
sediment of the ocean, or in the
water itself. It seems altogether
probable that the future genera-
tions will utilize this almost in-
exhaustable source to supply
their need for those elements not
easily attainable elsewhere.
The area of the ocean is 70.73 (4
that of the entire earth's surface.
The average depth is estimated
to be 2.38 miles while the great-
est depth yet measured is 6.7
One of the interesting fields of
research is the chemical com-
pounds which are contained in sea
water. It is known to everyone
that iodine is one of the constitu-
ents of sea water which is a nec-
essary element of the diet. How-
ever, besides this there are many
other constituents of sea water
which are of interest to the engi-
neer.
miles. Since the pressure in-
creases at the rate of 1 atmo-
sphere per 10 meters depth the
bottom pressure at the deepest
spot would be 108 atmospheres.
This makes it possible for many
chemical changes to take place
here which might not occur any
place else. The total volume of
water in the ocean is 331,000,000
cubic miles, a figure much too
large to be comprehensible as any
thing finite, and so might about
as well be termed an infinite
volume.
Sea water contains about 3.5V(
of inorganic substances in solu-
tion, large varying amounts of
organic substances, and suspend-
ed solids, together with a large
number of living bodies many of
which are microscopic, but never-
theless contribute much to the
properties of the sea water. The
composition of the sea water is
constantly changing, either be-
coming more and more concen-
trated, or precipitating out on
the floor of the ocean. This
change in composition is due :
(1) to the wind carrying dust
particles out over the sea where
they are brought down by rain,
(2) icebergs drifting out to sea
where they melt and deposit their
content of minerals, (3) sub-
marine fissures and springs
which bring forth minerals from
the interior of the earth, and (4)
glaciers losing their deposits
which ultimately reach the sea
along with large amounts of solu-
ble and suspended matter.
Among the soluble compounds
which are constantly being added
to the ocean in large quantities
are those of calcium, chlorine,
iodine, bromine, nitrogen, sodi-
um, potassium, rubidium, and
magnesium. The less soluble com-
pounds now constitute the major
part of the land. Much nitrogen
reaches the sea from the atmo-
sphere because lightning pro-
duces NO2 which reaches the
earth in rain water as HNO3. It
has thus been estimated that 770
million tons of nitrogen are fixed
annually, or an average of 12
pounds per acre per year. Cer-
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tain plants also fix nitrogen and
deposit it in their roots where
some of it is dissolved and car-
ried out to sea.
Minerals are Deposited
Since all minerals are more or
less soluble a great many of them
are thus deposited in the sea by
eroson. Tin, iron, copper, zinc,
and many other minerals which
man converts into useful articles
are allowed to corrode and thus
to escape to the sea when their
day of usefulness has passed. An-
other source of the ocean's valu-
able resources is through sewage
and wastes of that nature which
are disposed of in the water of
rivers or into the ocean itself.
Of the 92 elements 48 have
been positively identified as ex-
isting in the ocean, either in solu-
tion in the water, in the tissues
of living marine plants or ani-
mals, or in the bottom sediments.
Some of these elements are very
rare, especially radium and
those having the atomic numbers
87, and 85. Due to the great
change of conditions to which the
compounds in the sea are sub-
jected a great many chemical
combinations take place. Of the
compounds in the ocean NaCl is
the most plentiful, occurring at
the rate of about 274,895 gm. per
cubic meter. MgCl., is present in
about one seventh as great an
amount, while the ratio of de-
creasing concentration of MgSO4,
CaCO3, MgBr., and rubid-
ium is about the same.
Flourine occurs to the amount
of about 300 mg. per cubic meter
in sea water and is also found in
the marine shells and in the tis-
sues of fishes. This element is
essential to man and occurs in
the enamel of the teeth, and
traces are found in bone. Some
people have hard and enduring
teeth while others have very soft
teeth which decay early in life.
Recent experiments on rats have
proved that this early decay is
due to the absence of flourine in
the diet. However, too much
flourine causes spotty enamel.
Sea foods all contain flourine in
sufficient quantities for the needs
of the body.
Barium is found in quantities
in the amount of 200 mg. per
cubic meter and also occurs as
BaSO4 in the tissues of certain
sea animals. Barium also is one
of the elements contained in the
human body, particularly in the
retina of the eye.
Iodine, one of the necessities
of good health occurs almost ex-
clusively in the ocean. Its con-
centration varies greatly, but
quantities as great as 2800 mg.
per cubic meter are found in
water from certain regions. It
is also found in all living things
which exist in the sea. It is now
being extracted from the sea
water in certain parts of the
world. This element occurs in the
thyroid gland of man, and an in-
sufficient amount will result in
serious illness.
Arsenic occurs in the sea in
quantities between 20 and 80 mg.
per cubic meter. It is also found
in the tissues of many living or-
ganisms, such as oysters, and in
many marine plants it is believed
to play the role which phosphorus
plays in land plants. Traces of
arsenic are found in the human
body.
Some Gold and Silver Occur
Silver and gold also occur in
appreciable portions in sea water.
The quantity is not definitely
known but varies according to
depth between the limits of .01
mg. per cubic meter in surface
and in shore water to 267 mg. per
cubic meter in the deepest parts
of the ocean. This larger amount
compares favorably with the con-
tent of many commercial ores.
This would mean that one cubic
mile of water would contain over
$66,000,000 worth of gold. Silver
occurs at about the rate of 10 mg.
per cubic meter. However, some
authorities say that these amounts
vary too much for the ores ever
to be profitably extracted.
Sea water is also radioactive in
an amount equivalent to 1.2 to
17 x 10-" mg of radium per cubic
meter. If radium is really the
source of this radioactivity one
cubic mile of sea water would
yield between $350,000 and $3,-
500,000 worth of radium.
In certain marine organisms
many other elements have been
found which analysis of the water
itself has not revealed, so these
elements must exist somewhere
in the ocean. A small organism,
a radiolarian, called podocanelus,
found floating in the waters of
the high sea proved to be almost
pure strontium sulphate. Stron-
tium has also been found in many
shells along the shore.
The fertilizer elements, nitro-
gen and phosphorus, are present
only in minute quantities near the
surface but vast amounts of them
have collected in the still com-
paratively stagnant abysses of
the deep ocean. It has been esti-
mated that such places contain
275,000 million tons of nitrate
nitrogen and 75,000 million tons
of phosphate phosphorus. These
are gradually brought to the sur-
face and have a decided influence
on the number of organisms exist-
ing in the water. This is especial-
ly noticeable on the fishing banks
of the North Atlantic. When the
current brings the nitrates and
phosphates to the surface in that
district the microscopic organ-
isms become so numerous that
they appear in the water as
suspended matter.
When the marine animals and
plants die they begin to decom-
pose and sink to the bottom where
they re-dissolve. Their solubility
is greater than it would be in
pure water as has been shown in
the case of calcium phosphate
which is many times more soluble
in water containing magnesium
than in pure water.
Organic Matter Abundant
Fats are also one of the im-
portant substances in ocean
chemistry. These come from the
marine animals which die. Since
these fats have a lower specific
gravity than the water why has
not the sea become a pool covered
with floating oils ? It is evident
that they must get to the bottom
some way as they are not at all
evident on the surface. Petroleum
is believed to have originated
from the animal fats liberated in
water through the decay of ani-
mals. The water of the ocean con-
tains certain enzymes which split
the fats into free fatty acids and
glycerin. Since the water is alka-
line these fatty acids form alkali-
metal soaps which react with the
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heavier metals to form heavy in-
soluble salts. Thus the fats as
well as many of the heavier
metals are deposited on the bot-
tom where the pressure is great
enough to compress them into a
type of rock. This may be an ex-
planation of the oil bearing shale
which is found in the British
Isles.
The organic matter which all
sea water contains can be separ-
ated physically by whipping the
water into foam and drawing off
the water. If this is repeated
several times and the foam dried
it will be found to contain a trace
of fat along with the other or-
ganic matter. This fat has not
yet had time to be changed into
a soap.
Since living organisms and
various natural chemical reac-
tions are able to cause the extrac-
tion of the valuable constituents
from the sea water, it would ap-
pear that the chemistry of these
reactions could be studied and
applied by man in order to ac-
complish the desired results. This
is a new field which will be open
to the chemical engineer in the
near future.
For several years bromine has
been extracted from the brine of
salt wells in Michigan, and now a
plant is being erected which will
extract this element from the sea
water without involving the other
constituents in the process. Iodine
has been profitably extracted
from certain sea growths for
many years.
If iodine and bromine can be
extracted on a paying basis it will
be only a question of time before
many of the other elements can
be extracted at the same time
without a great additional outlay
for equipment and operation.
Reference used : Resources of
the Ocean by H. F. Taylor Jour-
nal of Franklin Institute, Aug.,
1932.
Some Chemicai Problems in
The Drawing of
Fine Steel Wire
By Edwin W. Mann, Instructor in Chemistry
s
OME months ago there ap-
peared in the Technic an
article dealing with the pro-
cess involved in drawing
steel wire. This article will deal
with some of the chemical prob-
lems to be found particularly in
the drawing of fine wire.
The drawing of fine wire is an
art. It requires years of experi-
ence to become a drawer of fine
steel wire. There are so many
factors involved in the drawing
of fine wire, both chemical and
mechanical, that to become expert
in the art requires patience and
skill.
The wire destined for the fine
drawing department comes from
the coarse wire department in
which it has been drawn down to
about 1 /32" in diameter. As the
wire leaves the coarse wire de-
partment it is very hard, brittle,
and resilient and before further
reduction in cross sectional area
can be accomplished it must be
Natural gas is usually used for
this purpose. Here again a chemi-
cal problem presents itsx If. Natural
gas contains varying amounts of
sulphur and a few of those who
have taken chemistry laboratory
will remember » Hence the natural
gas used must be purified so that it
will be sulphur free bzfore it enters
the annealing pots.
The production of fine steel wire
requires skill and experience. This
article presents some of the chzm-
ical problems which are encount-
ered in the process.
annealed. Since there is so much
surface exposed per pound of
wire, annealing in the open air
is out of the question. Scale would
form on the wire, pitting would
result, and there would be con-
siderable loss of metal.
The Annealing Process
The process of annealing must
therefore be carried on out of
contact with air. Indeed, it has
been found that the residual air
in the annealing containers is
sufficient to ruin the wire, espe-
cially that of the finer sizes. The
annealing containers are steel
tubes closed at one end and pro-
vided with a lid on the other end
so that the wire can be sealed
Mr. Edwin W. Mann
perfectly, thus excluding all air.
These steel tubes are called an-
nealing pots and the process is
called pot annealing. The pots are
about 18 or 20 feet long and have
an internal diameter varying
from 24" to 36", being large
enough to accommodate the bun-
dles of wire which are to be an-
nealed. The bundles are packed
in the pots and the pots standing
on end are sealed. The charged
pot is then lowered by a crane
into a heating furnace designed
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something like a soaking pit for
ingots.
Removal of Air is a
Chemical Problem
At this point a chemical prob-
lem presents itself. There is
enough air sealed in the pots to
affect the wire very seriously and
this must be removed and re-
placed by a gas which will not
react with the wire at any tem-
perature in the process. This
gas must be cheap and available
in sufficient quantities. The most
logical perhaps might be hydro-
gen, since it would not only pre-
vent the formation of the unde-
sirable oxides of iron but would
reduce any if they were formed.
But hydrogen is not readily avail-
able. Natural gas is generally
used for this purpose. There
again a chemical problem must
be solved. Natural gas contains
varying amounts of sulfur, ancl
as those who have taken chem-
istry laboratory will remember
sulfur unites with iron to form
sulfides. These sulfides are ever.
more objectionable than are the
oxides. Hence the natural gas
used must be freed from sulfur
before it enters the annealing
pots. This is done by passing the
gas through moistened ferric ox-
ide which removes the surfur and
allows the hydrocarbons to pass
through. The purified gas is
passed through a pipe (usually
1/2 inch) to the bottom of the pot
during the entire heating process,
and until there is no danger of
oxidizing the metal when in the
presence of air. Sometimes the
wire emerges from the pots prac-
tically as bright as when put in.
After annealing the wire must
always be cleaned. This is done by
dipping the bundles in dilute hot
sulfuric acid. The acidity is or-
dinarily not over one or two per
cent. The bundles are then dipped
in a lime bath and sent to the
"dry- house", a large oven which
quickly dries the wire and pre-
vents rusting. From here the wire
goes to the fine wire department.
In the fine wire department the
bundles are dipped in an acidi-
fied solution of copper sulfate and
tin. This treatment causes the
wire when drawn to have a gloss
something like that of platinum
alloy having a small percentage
of gold.
The fine wire drawing process
consists in pulling a wire through
a conical hole in a small block of
steel and winding it around the
take-up blocks. The bundle of
wire is dipped in the copper-tin
solution and placed on the reel,
from which it is drawn into a
wooden bucket, filled with a yeast
mixture to be described later.
From the submerged bundle of
COUrSE' VViRe
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Involved in making fine steel wire
wire the strand of wire is un-
wound and passed through the die
to the take-up drums to which
the end of the wire is fastened.
Several passes cause reduction in
cross sectional area until the wire
is sometimes drawn as fine as
human hair. Oftentimes an eight
inch take-up block will run at
the rate of about 100 rpm for
a whole shift without having
drawn more than two or three
pounds of fine wire.
The Problem oF a
Suitable Lubricant
How to find a suitable lubricant
for drawing fine wire is a real
chemical problem. Greases and
ed for some considerable time.
The lubricating value of this ma-
terial has been well established.
The one serious objection to this
material is that in the process
of rotting, the mixture gives off
extremely offensive odors. While
the wire drawers themselves do
not notice it, a person entering
from some other department or
from out of doors is immediately
nauseated by the very offensive
odor. Considerable work has been
done to correct this condition, but
soaps of various kinds have been
tried and the usual result is
"scratch" wire or wire out of
round. The most suitable lubri-
cant found yet is the yeast mix-
ture referred to above. This is
prepared by placing in a barrel
about two bushel of wheat flour
and covering it with water. After
mixing, the flour is allowed to
ferment or sour until it is pretty
well rotted. This mixture is ready
for use only after it has ferment-
the problem is not satisfactorily
solved. The unwillingness of the
wire drawers to cooperate in any
experimental work toward this
end has been a retarding factor
in the solution of the problem.
There is considerable room for
further chemical research in this
field.
The Technic Letter Box
The Technic wishes to an-
nounce, beginning with the next
issue, the introduction of a sec-
tion to be known as "From the
Editor's Mail Box."
It is the intention of this de-
partment to publish letters which
have come to the Technic written
about any article or editorial
which has previously appeared in
the magazine. If there have been
any controversial subjects which
have appeared, such as the editor-
ial appearing last month entitled
"Rose Show," send us your opin-
ions on the subject and we will be
glad to use the columns of the
Technic for them. However only
signed contributions can be used
for publication.
The subject matter of these
articles do not necessarily have
to be of a controversial nature.
If you have any opinions about
any article send them in !
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Recognition of Russia
Two years ago the writer very
earnestly debated on this subject,
arguing against recognition. At
that time there were many things
which seemed to point away from
recognition. These same things
exist today, but opinions change.
Just where has the attitude of
ignoring the existence of the
Soviet led us ? Has propaganda in
the United States ceased because
of it? Has the old debt contracted
by the Kerensky government been
paid? Has Russian-American
trade grown ? Is the cause of
world peace any farther along?
Many similar questions might
be asked but they would lead to
the same conclusions. There still
exist, it is true, those unpaid
debts, that insidious propaganda.
But is the debt any nearer settle-
ment because of non-recognition?
And after all is socialistic propa-
ganda any worse than American
missionary propaganda in the
East? None of these things can
be controlled, not even intelli-.
gently discussed without recogni-
tion.
There is every reason to be-
lieve that recognition will lead to
more favorable trade relations,
and, although it is indeed a selfish
reason, can American business
scoff at that? World peace can
come about only through a mut-
ual understanding of one an-
other's problems. Certainly recog-
nition cannot hinder this. It will
more likely foster it.
Today everything seems to
point toward recognition in the
immediate future. Perhaps we
should not have waited this long.
Examinations
The freshmen have just re-
ceived their baptism of fire. 'rhe
upperclassmen now accept mid-
terms as a matter of fact.—
Something to be dreaded, blit im-
possible to avoid. Strange to re-
late, even the professors do not
seem to be enjoying themselv es
during this period.
At this poE t one may be in-
clined to ask, "Why have exams
then?" It perhaps is a debatable
question whether or not the mid-
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term-final type of examination
is the best kind or not. The stu-
dent should certainly realize, how-
ever, that properly interpreted,
the examination is his best
friend. This may be difficult for
the fellow with the low mark to
see. For him, nevertheless, it is
the greatest benefit. Why is his
grade low ? Perhaps he really
knew the subject, but the exams
came on one of his "off" days.
Unfortunately, many important
decisions will have to be made on
"off" days, so it may be wise to
learn to work efficiently in spite
of them.
Perhaps he could not think un-
der stress. Yes, but he must learn
to do so, for most industrial work
is done under stress. Again the
question asked may have con-
contained the few points on which
he was not clear. You might say
he was unlucky, but rather he
was very lucky for these points
are now cleared up and pretty
firmly fixed in mind.
The student might have been
fortunate in being able to answer
the questions asked without real-
ly knowing very much about the
subject. In that case the examina-
tion was not a very good one, but
he may yet profit. He may realize
how fortunate he was this time,
and prepare more thoroughly
next time. It is more likely, how-
ever, that he will trust to chance
again.
Prize Student Article
Contest Rules
1. Dates—
Competition opens Nov. 6
and closes at noon Feb. 1,
1934.
2. Eligibility—
All students except mem-
bers of the staff of the
ROSE TECHNIC are eligible.
Each student may submit
any number of articles,
provided there is no dupli-
cation of subject matter.
3. Prizes—
First prize-45.
Second prize—$3.
Third prize—$2.
4. Judging—
An impartial committee of
the faculty will judge the
entries.
5. Specifications—
Subject matter must be
suitable for ROSE TECHNIC
use.
Manuscripts must be type-
written, double-spaced, on
one side only of 8 1/1.) x 11
paper.
The length must be 1500-
2000 words.
Illustrations are desirable
but not required.
No manuscripts will be re-
turned.
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SPORTS
Edited by
Harry H. Richardson,
m., '35
Rose vs. Oakland City
R
OSE w a s upset in its initial
gridiron fray of the season
when a fighting and sur-
prisingly strong Oak eleven
came to Terre Haute. The final
score was 19-0, and indicated that
the inexperience of the Rose
squad might be a great hanlicap
during the entire season.
Rose made its one outstanding
scoring threat in the first quarter
when Captain Landenberger re-
covered an Oakland City fumble
on the visitor's twenty-four yard
line. On the fourth play Camp-
bell made a first down on the
nine-yard line, but there the Oaks
made a goal line stand, took the
ball on downs on the two yard
stripe.
Later in the same period, Vire
caught one of Richardson's spir-
als on his own ten yard line, and
raced to the Rose thirty-yard line
before he was stopped. Three line
plays gained them nothing, but
Hollen passed to Weathers for
eighteen yards. The latter fum-
bled on the three yard line, but
Kell recovered for Oakland City
as the quarter ended.
Hollen plunged over for the
touchdown on the second play of
the second quarter.
Oakland City made two more
touchdowns, both in the final
quarter. Hollen passed to Thomas
for ten yards, and the Oakland
City end ran from his own thirty-
five for a touchdown. Kendall
added t h e extra point with a
place kick.
The Oaks started another drive
late in the final quarter which was
helped considerably by the fact
that a Rose man interferred with
a pass receiver on the ten yard
line. Vire then skirted his own
right end for a touchdown.
Poor tackling and poor pass de-
fense featured the Rose play for
the afternoon.
Lineup and summaries :
Rose--0 Oakland City-19
Laughlin L.E . 
Newsome L.T. 
Cavanaugh  L.G.
Landenberger  C.
Lyons R.G. 
Richardson  R.T .
Yates R.E.
Bard Q.B.  Richardson
Campbell L.H.  Vire
Tait R. H .  Weathers
Cauley F.B .  Hollen
Scoring by quarters:
Rose   0 0 0 0— 0
Oakland City  0 6 6 13-19
Substitutions: Rose--West, Sentman,
G. Landenberger, Terhorst, Fox, Wod-
icka, Hufford, Maehling, Leitzman,
Eyke, Forte, Tucker.
Oakland City—Kell, Johnson.
Thomas
Kendal
 Johnson
 
 Hutchinson
Robb
Scales
Nance
Rose vs. Hanover
Rose showed a 300 % improve-
ment over their play on the previ-
ous Saturday when they clashed
with Hanover for the second
game of the season. Hanover, one
of the strongest secondary teams
in the state last year, lost only
two men out of last year's squad.
This is a great contrast to the
Engineers, who have only two
men on the squad who were regu-
lars last season. Nevertheless,
during the first quarter the fight-
ing Rose team held the much su-
perior Hanover team almost to a
standstill. Hanover made a num-
ber of first downs, but ieemed
unable to do much with them.
In the second quarter a pass
from Hay to Edgar put the ball
on the Rose three yard line.
Arnold, Hanover quarterback,
then took the ball over the final
stripe for a touchdown on the
second play. A line plunge for the
extra point was shattered against
an alert Rose forward wall.
The rest of the play during the
half was confined to the middle
of the field.
In the fourth quarter Hay
shook loose, and circled the Rose
right end for fifty yards and a
touchdown to make the score 12-
O. The place kick for extra point
was wide of the uprights.
Later in the same quarter,
Forte intercepted a Hanover pass
on his own 38 yard line and
sprinted 62 yards for a touch-
down. Richardson's try for the
extra point was blocked. The
game ended a few minutes later
with the ball in midfield.
In defensive, Rose showed up
well. Captain Landenberger and
Eyke being outstanding, while
Campbell, Richardson, and Forte
did a major part of the ball carry-
ing. The latter two also did a nice
bit of punting. On the offensive,
our men were conspicuously
weak. They showed poor team
work, especially in blocking. In
the third quarter Terhorst broke
a collar bone and will be out of
the game for the season and
Raynes suffered a broken nose.
Lineup and summaries :
Rose-6
Laughlin L.E.
Newsome L.T.
Maehling L.G.
J. Landenberger. C .
Lyons 
Leitzman 
Yates 
Hufford 
Richardson 
Campbell 
Fox 
Hanover-12
 
 Shuler
 Gwin
 Stines
 Stuckey
R.G.  Mann
R.T.  Flick
R. E.  Anderson
Q.B.  Arnold
L.H.  Maze
R. H  Edgar
F.B.  Hay
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Scoring by quarters :
Rose  0 0 0 6— 6
Hanover  0 6 6 6--12
Touchdowns : Rose—Forte ; Hanover
—Arnold, Hay.
Substitutions : Rose--G. Landenber-
ger, Tucker, Terhorst, Tait. West,
Wodicka, Colburn, Cauley, Raynes,
Cavanaugh, Bard, Forte, Eyke, Sent-
man.
Hanover — Henton, Blackenship,
Grosneikle, Merrimer.
Rose vs. Wabash
A determined band of fighting
Engineers traveled to Craw-
fordsville and for the greater
part of the game, outplayed a
heavier team which had had much
more experience.
Rose drew first blood by scor-
ing in the first quarter. Lyons
blocked a Wabash punt and Cav-
anaugh recovered on the six yard
line. Wabash took time out, but
H. Richardson circled his own
right end for a touchdown on the
first play. His kick for the extra
point was wide.
Rose continued to force the
game the remainder of the half.
Time and time again the ball was
carried deep into the Wabash ter-
ritory, only to be lost on downs.
The Rose offense worked consist-
ently for the first time this sea-
son, and Wabash found them=
selves with their backs to the
wall a great part of the time. The
Rose passing attack with H.
Richardson on the throwing end,
and the rest of the backs and the
two ends on the receiving end,
seemed to function almost per-
fectly.
With twenty-five seconds to go
in the first half, Wabash got away
with a long pass and made a
touchdown to tie the score. Their
kick was blocked, and the half
ended in a tie.
In the third quarter the Little
Giants took advantage of a mom-
entary letdown by the Engineers
and carried the ball down the
field where Varner finally skirted
his own left end for a touchdown.
Their try for the extra point was
successful and the score stood
13-6.
The Engineers threatened
twice in the third period, but
were unable to score chiefly be-
cause Rose was outweighed
thirty pounds to the man.
Midway in the fourth quarter,
Varner took the ball on a reverse
from the Rose thirty-five yard
line and went around his own left
end for a touchdown. A pass,
Snyder to Gewecke, was good for
the extra point.
Rose received the kickoff and
made a final and somewhat gal-
lant advance toward the Wabash
goal. Taking the ball on their own
twenty yard line, the Engineers
ran the ball up to the Wabash
twenty-five yard line before the
game ended.
Rose can feel proud of its foot-
ball team because of its play in
this game. Taking the game as a
whole, I sincerely believe that
Wabash was outplayed in every
department of the game, and the
score does not in any measure in-
dicate the type of game put up
by either team.
The Rose offense was led by
H. Richardson and Campbell, and
Cavanaugh, Colburn, and Land-
enberger were the mainsprings in
the line.
Lineup and summaries :
Rose--6 Wabash-20
Wodicka L.E.  Schnur
Eyke L. T  Mangus
Colburn L. G.  Davig
J. Landenberger.  0  Schwartz
Lyons R.G  Snoddy
Cavanaugh  R. T.  Riker
Yates 
 R. E  Home
Bard   Q. B ...... ....  Meese
H. Richardson L. H.  Lewis
F. Richardson R. H  Clabaugh
Cauley F. B  Spiedel
Scoring by quarters :
Rose  6 0 0 0 -- 6
Wabash  0 6 7 7-20
Touchdowns : Rose--H. Richardson.
Wabash—Varner (2) , Gewecke.
Rose vs. Evansville
Rose journeyed down to Evans-
ville to play at their Homecoming.
As usual, when Rose plays Evans-
ville at Evansville, the game is a
very listless affair, and the out-
come is very seldom satisfactory
to the Rose supporters.
There was a high wind all day
that swept the length of the field,
and the Engineers were put to an
early disadvantage when the
Purple Aces started the game
with the wind at their backs. For
practically the entire first quarter
Evansville was deep in Rose ter-
ritory, but each time a goal line
advance was made the Rose de-
fense stiffened in time to get the
ball on downs.
The quarter ended with the
ball on the Rose twenty-five yard
line in Evansville's possession.
Evansville made it a first down
on the Rose thirteen by tearing
through the line, and then Gra-
ham took the ball on a reverse
around his own right end and
slid over the goal line for a touch-
down. The try for extra point
was unsuccessful.
After an exchange of punts fol-
lowing the kickoff, Richardson
quick-kicked from his own twen-
ty-five yard line over the Evans-
ville goal line, and from then on,
the play was confined to the
Evansville half of the field. Rose,
however, lacked the necessary
punch to score.
In the third quarter Crosby,
Evansville left tackle, broke
through and blocked a punt.
Evansville recovered ar d gained
possession of the ball On the Rose
eighteen yard line. Four line
plays netted them a first down on
the one yard line, and Suhrhein-
rich dove over the line on the
second attempt.
Coach Brown started making
all of the substitutions possible,
and Evansville made their final
score when Graham took a triple
pass around his own right end
and reversed his field for a touch-
down on a forty-five yard run.
Johnson place kicked the extra
point to make the score 19-0.
The game throughout was not
very interesting. The Engineers'
play did not in any way even ap-
proach the type of football that
they displayed the previous week
at Crawfordsville.
Lineup and summaries :
Rose-0 Evansville-19
Laughlin L. E.  Pollard
Tait L. T.  Crosby
Eyke  
 Banko
Landenberger  C.  Johnson
Lyons  R. G  Theby
Cavanaugh  R. T  Groeninger
Yates R.E.  Hostettler
Forte  Q. B.  Hartke
Richardson L. H.  Graham
Campbell R. H .  Lewright
Cauley F.B  Suhrheinrich
Scoring by quarters :
Rose  0
Evansville  0
0 0 0— 0
6 7 6-10
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Harry A. Schwartz of
Cleveland, Ohio, has
been given the honor of
election to the Case chapter of
Sigma Xi. It is the first time in
the twenty-nine years of its ex-
istence that the chapter has elect-
ed an individual other than a full
time faculty member or an
alumnus. At the initiation of the
candidates at the annual open
meeting, Professor Boylston, head
of the Department of Metallurgy
in which Mr. Schwartz has been
lecturing for some years, present-
ed him with the Society key, the
gift of the members of the de-
partment.
Alumni
Edited by Jay F. Hall, e. '35
Here and There With
The Grads
'01
'02
Fred R. Fishback of
Cleveland, Ohio, was
elected President of the
Cleveland University Club last
summer.
Important official
changes on the Penn-
sylvania railroad in
Chicago, Indianapolis, and Pitts-
burgh, became effective Novem-
ber 1, which gave a promotion to
Merle R. Reed, a graduate of
Rose Polytechnic, class 1905. He
is a brother of Mrs. Veva Reed
Kuhlman, for several years secre-
tary to the president of Rose
Polytechnic Institute. For some
years he was superintendent of
motive power of the eastern and
central Pennsylvania division,
with headquarters at Harrisburg,
but sometime ago he was trans-
ferred to a similar position in the
Western Pennsylvania Division
with headquarters at Pittsburgh.
'05
'14
Vere C. Calvin visited
Rose September 18. He
is now with the Indi-
ana Highway Commission.
Herman J. Lauterbach,
who was with the Gen-
eral Cable Corporation,
has been transferred to Rome,
N. Y.
'20
'21 Mr. W. H. Junker,Vice-President of the
Rose Polytechnic
Alumni Association, is now a
mechanical engineer for the
Thomas Emery Sons' Inc., and
Emery Industries, Inc., at Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.
) 2 5 Everett C. Gosnell is
now with Koppers Sea-
board Coke Co., in
Kearney, N. J.
Lowell C. Muehler is
now living at 324 Mal-
den Street, Rochester,
Andrew J. Nehf of
Elgin, Illinois, now has
a position with the
Tennessee Valley Authority.
,29 Henry T. Nancrede,
who has been with L.
A. Snider Engineering
Service, Inc., has been trans-
ferred to Indianapolis. Inciden t-
ally, L. A. Snider graduated from
Rose in the class of '05.
Carl G. Planck is now Prin-
cipal of the Courtenary Public
School in Charleston, S. C.
Albert Ellis is now As-
sistant Sanitary Engi-
neer for the State of
Indiana with headquarters in
Indianapolis.
,32 Hans Fischer a n d
Wayne Plimmer have
obtained work at the
Terre Haute plant of the Com-
mercial Solvents Corporation.
Myron Clark is now working
with the Liberty Electric Com-
pany of Indianapolis, Ind.
Joseph L. Hunter is Second
Lieutenant at Fort Benjamin
Harrison.
'27
'28
'31
Frand P. Butler is Second Lieu-
tenant at the C. C. C. Camp at
Le wiston, Idaho.
Robert G. Laatz is now work-
ing with W. E. Callahan Con-
struction Company and Peterson,
Shirley and Gunther, Contrac-
tors, on the Madden Dam project
in the Canal Zone.
Thomas Stanley has taken a
position as salesman with the In-
ternational Business Machines
Corporation, in Louisville, Ky.
13 Edwin Withers has a3 position with the ShellPetroleum Co., at
Hammond, Indiana.
Robert Barr is in the Inspec-
tion Department of the Grigsby-
Grunow Company at Chicago.
Herbert Hylton has obtained
work at the Terre Haute plant of
the Commercial Solvents Cor-
poration .
Merrill Bradfield has taken a
position with the Thomas A.
Edison, Inc., in East Orange, New
Jersey. Four years ago there
was a nation-wide contest, con-
ducted by the Edison Company,
to select a boy for a four year
scholarship to M. I. T. with all
expenses paid. The winner was
Wilbur Huston and he happens to
be one of Merrill's roommates.
Obituary
Charles Werst, who was a Con-
struction Superintendent in Lex-
ington, Kentucky, died last Aug-
ust 22. Mr. Werst graduated
from Rose in the class of '11.
Thomas E. Dunn -who gradu-
ated from Rose in the class of
'15 died last July 14, Mr. Dunn
lived in Bedford, Indiana.
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We acid to
our Roll of Honor
Benjamin McKeen
B
ENJAMIN McKEEN, born
at Terre Haute, Indiana,
January 23, 1864, is the son
of William Riley McKeen
and Ann (Crawford) 1VICKeen.
His father was one of the pioneer
railroad men of the middle west
and was President of the Terre
Haute and Indianapolis Railroad
Company (later the Vandalia
Railroad and now a part of the
Pennsylvania Railroad System)
for twenty-nine years. Hiq
mother was the daughter of Sam-
uel Crawford of Terre Haute,
who was at one time President of
the Terre Haute and Indianapolis
Railroad Company.
Mr. McKeen first attended
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
in 1881 and 1882. In February,
1883 he entered Rose Polytechnic
Institute, from which he was
graduated in 1885 with the de-
gree of M. E. Shortly after grad-
uation he entered the service of
the Terre Haute and Indianapolis
Railroad as a draftsman in the
Motive Power Department and
rodman on Engineering Corps. A
year later he became Resident
Engineer in charge of construc-
tion work on the T. H. & I. Rail-
road and in 1887 he was made
Engineer of Maintenance of Way
on the Logansport division. From
1889 to 1894 he was also Chief
Engineer of construction in com-
pleting the Indiana and Lake
Michigan Railroad.
In 1894 Mr. McKeen was made
Superintendent of the Peoria Di-
vision of the T. H. & I. Railroad
and seven years later he became
Superintendent of the St. Louis
Division of the Pennsylvania.
For about a year, starting in
1902 he was Superintendent of
the Chicago Terminal Division of
the Pennsylvania lines west of
Pittsburgh, and a year later he
became General Manager of the
T. H. & I. Railroad and its suc-
cessor, the Vandalia Railroad.
From 1913 to 1917 Mr. McKeen
was General Manager of the
Pennsylvania lines west of Pitts-
burgh and then for a year he was
Vice-President in charge of Real
Estate and Purchases. In 1918 he
became Vice-President and Engi-
neer of the Pennsylvania lines
west of Pittsburgh, and two years
later he was made Vice-President
of the Southwestern Region of
the Pennsylvania. From 1925 up
to date he has been Vice-Presi-
dent of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road System with headquarters
at St. Louis.
At the present time Mr. Mc-
Keen is a director of the Colum-
bus and Xenia Railroad Com-
pany, Little Miami Railroad Com-
pany, Terre Haute and Peoria
Railroad Company, Terminal
Railroad Association of St. Louis,
Wiggins Ferry Company, and
Vice-President and director of
the Missouri and Illinois Bridge
and Belt Railroad Company. He
is also a director of the Mississip-
pi Valley Trust Company of St.
Louis and the American Credit
Indemnity Company.
He is a member of the Noonday
Club (St. Louis) , the St. Louis
Country Club and the Bogey Golf
Club. He is also a member of the
St. Louis Chamber of Commerce.
Commercial Club of St. Louis,
and the St. Louis Traffic Club.
He is a member of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, and
he was a director of the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition.
Mr. McKeen's home address is
4959 Hortense Place, and his
office address is 1014 Syndicate
Trust Building, St. Louis, Mis-
souri.
Compliments of
Terre Haute
Pure Milk
Company
531 North 5th St.
C-5031
Terre Haute, Indiana
—
Our Copying
Equipment
ENGINEERS it 4,
We reproduce tracings,
plans, blue prints, drawings,
sketches — in fact anything
drawn, typed or printed.
PHOTOSTATS
Are economical faithful
reproductions of your orig-
inals. Write for prices.
Service by Mail
Terre Haute Engraving Co.
Terre Haute, Ind.
Engravings for all
Printing Purposes
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Invisible Light
New tools for the study of in-
visible light rays have been
placed in the hands of science as
a result of researches on the op-
tical properties of metals by two
physicists at Johns Hopkins. It
has been found that thin films of
the alkali metals possess the
unique property of being trans-
parent to ultra-violet light, and
that powder films of silver, gold,
and several other metals are
transparent for the infra-red or
heat rays. Both types are opaque
to visible light.
The value of these filters in
scientific research lies in their
ability to remove the visible rays
from a beam of light. Visible
light is almost always produced
in sources of infra-red or of ultra-
violet light and frequently causes
disturbances in measurements.
Of the few materials now known
which are capable of transmitting
ultra-violet, but not visible light,
one is a nickel oxide glass. The
new alkali metal filters transmit
a wider range in the ultra-violet
spectrum than any filters of this
type previously available. Tech-
nical applications, such as the
photoelectric counters operating
with invisible beams, may be ex-
pected to follow.
The alkali metals (lithium,
sodium, potassium, rubidium, and
caesium) are soft, highly reactive
materials now used extensively
in the production of these photo-
electric cells. The preparation of
thin films of these metals is by an
Research and
Progress
Edited by
ingenious method in which the
metal is heated in a quartz bulb,
the top of which is cooled to the
very low temperature of liquid
air. The metallic vapor condenses
on the cold wall, forming a film
the thickness of which can be
varied by regulating the heating
of the metal. The operation is
carried on in a vacuum. Films a
hundred-thousandth of an inch
thick, each of the five alkali
metals were made in this way.
It was found that all five of
these metals were transparent to
ultra-violet light, but the point
in the spectrum at which they
become transparent depends up-
on the metal used. Thus lithium,
the lightest element in this group,
transmits only the short wave-
lengths, while caesium, the heav-
iest member, has its transition
point in the visible part of the
spectrum.
The infra-red filters consist of
deposits of metallic powders on
thin films of nitrocellulose. The
nitrocellulose film, too thin to
show interference colors, is float-
ed in a dish of mercury above
which is suspended a conical
tungsten filament containing the
metal to be deposited. On heating
the filament the metal suspended
in it vaporizes and is deposited
on the film of nitrocellulose in the
form of a black powder, the par-
ticles of which are too small to
be seen through a microscope,
Films of gold, silver, nickel, cop-
per, zinc, cadmium, lead, bismuth,
John A. Ritter, m., '34
antimony, selenium, and tellur-
ium were produced.
The films of all these metals,
except zinc were opaque to visible
light and transmitted the long
wave-length heat rays. The zinc
films were opaque over the whole
region. However, this property of
zinc black will make it very useful
for coating the receiving areas
of the infra-red detectors such as
thermopiles and radiometers
since the zinc film is capable of
transforming the infra-red radi-
ation into actual heat.
N. S. Fluid
Water is so universally used
as a medium of heat transfer that
it is difficult for the average per-
son to conceive of boilers or heat-
ing systems operating without
water, or steam, as the circulat-
ing medium. However, while
water is ideal when relatively low
temperatures are required, its use
is restricted at elevated tempera-
tures because of the pressure de-
veloped by the steam.
An ideal heat carrier would be
a substance that could be made
at reasonable cost and present the
highest possible heat capacity.
Working temperatures up to 1650
to 1830 degrees Fahrenheit
should also be possible without
decomposition of the medium.
The substance should not corrode
ordinary metals and should be as
fluid as water within the widest
range of temperatures possible so
that excessive pressures would
not have to be contended with.
This would avoid dangerous
stresses in the heating apparatus.
A substance closely approach-
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ing this ideal has been developed
and patented by Ernst Sander, of
Berlin. Mr. Sander's fluid is com-
posed of the three components—
sodium chloride, aluminum chlo-
ride and iron chloride. In tests
it has been shown that the sub-
stance, called by its inventor
"NS" fluid, incorporates most of
the desirable qualities of the ideal
substance, having only the one
disadvantage that it must be kept
away from water. It must also
not be exposed to air since it
would absorb the moisture which
would radically change its char-
acteristics.
This substance has a wide
range of possible uses, such as in
distillation and cracking plants
where its apparent advantages
are numerous and in other similar
processes carried on in retorts,
pipes, muffles and equipment in
the temperature range from 750
to 1480 degrees.
Protection
Devices to protect against an
overload in a motor control cir-
cuit keep the windings from at-
taining a temperature injurious
to the insulation. A temperature
below 105° C. causes no appreci-
able harm to good grade insula-
tions, but any temperature above
this is apt to char the insulation
and cause a rapid deterioration.
Therefore in the case of electric
motors if the protection installed
is such that the temperature of
the motor is kept below 105° C.
insulation will last indefinitely.
Although the most dependable
type of protection is one actuated
directly by the temperature of the
motor windings, protective de-
vices in general have been oper-
ated by the current input to the
motor. Under ordinary overload
conditions this protection is ade-
quate, but any increase in tem-
perature due to some cause other
than input is not protected
against by these relays. The most
common cause of overheating is
VIQUESNEY'S
"The Fountain Pen Store"
C-1344 815 Ohio St.
found in faulty ventilation result-
ing from the collection of dirt
around the motor. In the case of
applications where it is necessary
to accelerate high-inertia loads,
the motor is subjected sometimes
to as high as 400 per cent full-
load current. This condition re-
quires a protective device so ad-
justed that the motor can take the
heavy current without being
tripped off the line. With a relay
set for this condition it will not
protect the motor under light and
medium sustained overloads,
It has been found that a small
thermostat having little thermal
capacity gives the desired pro-
tection. It follows the tempera-
ture of the motor and is capable
of interrupting the current car-
ried in control circuits. The ther-
mostat is installed in intimate
contact with active parts of the
motor and set to operate when
the temperature approaches the
danger point.
The bimetal disk is well suited
for this application, acting with
a quick snapping action at its
opening and resetting tempera-
tures. The disk can be adjusted
to operate within 1° or 2° range.
Such motor protection can be
utilized in several ways. When
the thermostat operates, it can
disconnect the motor from the
line or flash a warning to the
operator. If it is connected into
the control circuit so that the
motor is automatically shut down
when it reaches a dangerous tem-
perature, the motor cannot be re-
started until the windings have
cooled sufficiently to allow the
thermostat to reach its resetting
temperature. This has been found
to be about 12 degrees below that
of opening.
BOWLES & STAFFORD
"REBUILDERS OF SHOES"
Free Delivery to Dormitory
108 North Seventh St.
Call C-1654
HEINL'S
We can take good care of all
your flower needs.
FRED G. HEINL
129 So. 7th St.
ROSE POLY
ENGINEERS
Are
Welcome
At The
HOB-NOB
Terre Haute's New Cafe and
Nite Club—Owned and
Managed by
ED. GRASS
Located at
NORTH WEST CORNER
NINTH AND WABASH AVE.
All Matters Relating to
Patents and
Trademarks
•
Hood and Hahn
ARTHER M. HOOD. ROSE 93
H. B. HOOD. ROSE '24
1001 HUME-MANSUR BUILDING
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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Power Losses
Edited by Nelson B. Trusler, e., '35
On the stage : "My kingdom for
a horse."
Voice from gallery : "Will a
jackass help?"
Former : "SurE, come right
down.''
Mother : "When I was your
age, nice young girls thought it
improper to hold a young man's
hand."
Daughter : "Nowadays a nice
young girl has to hold a young
man's hand."
"If a girl kissed you what
would you do?"
"I'd kiss her back."
"But suppose she was a big tall
girl."
—Joy Ride
NITRATES Weather report from Mexico :
"Charge it."' "Gov." to a complaining stu- Chile today, hot tomale.
"What's the narm, dent : "Don't kick about the
"Zazvorinsli." coffee, son. You may be old and "I'm having to pay my wife
"Take it for nothing," the weak yourself some day." hush money."
druggist said. "I wouldn't write "Did she catch you putting
Zazvorinski and potassium per- ROADSIDE NOTICE over a crooked deal?"
manganate just for a nickel." Cows grazing by the roadside "No, I divorced her to get away
or riding bicycles on the side- from her conversation."
walk is hereby forbidden.He : "Will you love me when
I'm old?"
She : "Sure, why should a cou-
ple of years make any differ-
ence?"
Prof. McCormick : "This out-
line will do half of your work
for you."
Any student : "That's fine ;
make me two."
A pedestrian is a man whose
son is home from college.
—Boys' Life.
"Doesn't your wife ever miss
you when you're out late?"
"Very seldom, her aim is per-
fect."
"Baby, I understand you were
Teacher : "Now, if I subtract out with a safe-cracker last
ten from fifteen what's the dif- night."
ference?" "Yes, he wanted to blow me to
Student : "Yeah, that's what I a dinner."
say, who cares?"
TRUTH
The editors may dig and toil
Till their finger-tips are sore ;
But some poor fish is sure to say,
Seems I've heard that joke be-
fore. "Why do you keep going out
with Betty ?"
"For the simple reason that I
like to."
"Like to what ?"
Then there's the one about the
woman who couldn't hold her
own in conversation at the bridge
club, but figured she could after
a couple more operations.
When mid-term exams come
around and you feel down in the
mouth, remember Jonah.
Judge : "Are you trying to Child : "Father, what is an op-
show contempt for this court?" timist ?"
Father : "Son, don't you know Defendant : "No, your honor, Father : "An optimist, son, is a
that if you use words like that I'm trying to conceal it." man who expects to get a laugh
you'll never go to heaven ?" out of my answer."
Small son : "I don't want to go When a girl looks good enough
to heaven, daddy, I want to go to eat, don't let her.
with you."
Little Willie on the railroad
track,
The engine gave a squeal,
The engineer took a spade,
And scraped Willie off the wheel.
Spring is the season of the year
when the sap begins to creep up
the limbs.
Friend : "Why don't you get a
car for your wife?"
Other friend : "I don't think I
can find anyone who will make
the exchange with me."
Pastor : "It is sad for you to be
left a widow, but I know one con-
solation."
Widow : "How old is he?"
Mandy : "What's de matter,
Sam? Don't you love me no mo'?"
Sam : "Sho' ah does honey ; ah's
just restin'."
In 1833 : Shall we join the
ladies ?
In 1933 : Where the hell's my
woman ?
He's so dumb he thinks Oxford
bags are coeds.
4
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WILL YOU 3E READY ?
Industry is awakening. Already it is demanding
technically trained men, men with engineering ed-
ucations. Will you be called? Will you be ready?
Since 1874 Rose Polytechnic Institute has trained
men [or Industrial leadership. Well designed courses
in Civil, Chemical, Electrical and Mechanical Engi-
neering are oFfered. For complete iniormation,
write to the registrar.
ROSE POLYTECH\IC I\STITUTE
Terre Haute, Indiana
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Alpha Chi Sigma
Iota is pleased
to announce that
the following men
have been pledged
to Alpha Chi Sig-
ma : Louis Lyons,
'35 ; Robert Hope-
well, Hubert
Lyon, Neil Salisbury, and Joseph
Walker, all of the class of '36 ;
Edward Coons, Ben Courtney,
John Heltsley, George Landen-
berger, Charles Rich, Rhiman
Rotz, and Robert Sears of the
class of '37. It also gives us pleas-
ure to state that Mr. E. W. Mann,
instructor in chemistry, has been
pledged to the fraternity. Iota
extends its hearty congratula-
tions to all of these men.
The first professional meeting
of the year was held Wednesday,
October 18. Dr. Howlett spoke on
the relation of physical instru-
ments to chemical engineering,
stressing the close allegiance be-
tween the physicist and the
chemist.
Alpha Tau
Gurk,
Eyke.
Several alumni returned to the
city for the Interfraternity dance.
Omega
Gamma Gam-
ma wishes to con-
gratulate those
men who were
elected to Tau
Beta Pi. They
are : Harry Mc-
Jack Keller, and William
George Adams of Struthers,
Logan Gillett of Logansport, and
John Phelps of Cincinnati, were
around at the house before the
dance.
James Brown, Jack Keller,
Gordon Burt, and John Hager
were the representatives of the
Rose Technic at the E. C. M. A.
convention held in Milwaukee
October 16 and 17. Frank Mansur
was the representative of The
IVIodulus at the A. C. P. conven-
tion held in Chicago October 13
and 14.
The Fall initiation is to be held
November 19. There are several
men to be initiated at this time.
Tau Nu Tau
By legislation of the
National Organization
of Tau Nu Tau the Na-
tional officers for the
year 1933-1934 have
been selected from the
Rose chapter of Tau Nu
Tau. These National
officers are : J. R. Motz,
president ; G. F. Stark, vice-
president ; P. R. Smith, treasur-
er ; and J. I. Mason, secretary.
Committees have been appoint-
ed in connection with the annual
Tau Nu Tau Military Ball, which
will be given sometime in Decem-
ber. The committees, which have
already begun to function, and
the chapter as a whole are doing
all in their power to make this
year's ball the outstanding social
event of the year.
Fraternity
Notes
Niw
Tau Beta Pi
Indiana Beta of
Tau Beta Pi takes
pleasure in an-
nouncing the pledg-
ing of the following
men: Howard
Barnes, e. '34, Jack
Keller, c. '34, Brent
Jacob, e. '34, Harry
McGurk, m. '34, and
William Eyke, c. '35. All of these
men have distinguished them-
selves in activities as well as in
scholarship and will certainly
make worthy members of this
honorary association.
Formal initiation services will
be held in the latter part of
November.
Sigma Nu
Beta Upsilon of
Sigma Nu is
pleased to an-
nounce the form-
al inititaion of
Deforest Colburn
and Richard
Spain at the chapter house Sun-
day, October 29. We also an-
nounce the pledging of Stephen
Cauley of the senior class.
Sigma Nu is maintaining its
usual high position on the Rose
campus. William Belstrom, Presi-
dent of the Glee Club, Earle But-
ler, President of the Junior Class,
Jack Landenberger, President of
the Athletic Association, and
John Ritter, who is Financial
Secretary, are all members of the
Student Council. At the first
meeting of that body, William
Belstrom was elected its presi-
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dent for the present school year.
The entire chapter attended the
first interfraternity dance, which
was held at the Trianon, and did
a good deal to put the dance over
in a big way.
Sigma Nu also notes that Brent
Jacob has recently been elected to
Tau Beta Pi, where he will be in
the footsteps of quite a large
number of the members of Beta
Upsilon of Sigma Nu.
Theta Kappa Nu
Lap? Indiana Gam-
ma chapter of
Theta Kappa Nu
is pleased to an-
nounce the initia-
tion of Eugene
Wilbur on Sunday afternoon,
October 29. We also expect to
initiate two more men this month.
The next open house will be
held two weeks after the inter-
fraternity dance.
All but two of the Gamma
alumni of the last two years now
have jobs.
Theta Xi
Kappa of Theta
Xi had as its
guests during the
past week Henry
Nancrede of Indi-
anapolis and John
Wells of Louis-
ville. Kappa is
represented on the football team
by Al Bard and Emerald New-
man, and in the R. O. T. C. unit
by Nelson Trusler and Norman
Cromwell. On October 14 four of
the members went to Urbana and
spent the week end with Don
Troll who is attending the Uni-
versity of Illinois. He is living at
the Theta Xi house in Urbana.
Kappa is happy to announce
that it had 100% attendance at
the interfraternity dance and is
in favor of another such dance.
FISCHER'S
Auto Supply Stores
329 Ohio St. - 901-3 Wabash Ave.
in Terre Haute
14 West National - Brazil
A new kind of Mazda incan-
descent light, known as the "B—
post lamp," is now being used for
the 1000-watt lamps in airway
beacons and the 5000-watt lamps
in moving picture studios and for
flood lighting. It is interesting to
learn that this lamp, which has
been used for some of the out-
door flood lighting in Chicago in
the summer of 1933 is practically
a repetition of the idea used in
George Westinghouse's "stopper
lamp," which was used to light
the World's Fair in Chicago in
1893.
NECKWEAR, GLOVES, HOSIERY
LEATHER NOVELTIES,
MEN'S WEAR
FOULKES BROS.
Li North 6th st.
CARL WOLF, Clothier
630 Wabash Avenue
KUPPENHEIMER CLOTHES
MALLOY HATS
ALK
OVER
SHOES
For Men Represent the
Best There is in Shoe
Making and the Price is
Right in Every Instance.
•
CHENEY'S
Walk Over
Boot Shop
659 Wabash Avenue
Year Books
Annuals
Programs
Broadsides
Streamers
Rapid
Accurate
Execution
of Your
Printing
Needs
Moore-Langen
PRINTING
& PUBLISHING CO.
140 No. 6th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Phone C-6037
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Mrs. Brown's Lecture
0 N E of the most interest-ing events of the monthwas the lecture given to
the student body, faculty
members, and guests by Mrs.
Demarcus Brown of Indianapolis.
Mrs. Brown, having concluded
her series of talks on Africa,
chose this time Burma as the
setting for her talk, which was
entitled "The Road to Mandalay."
Vividly and uninterruptedly she
told of the Burmese people with
their calm, polite manners ; their
unusual architecture including
the beautiful pagodas and the
Buddhist temples ; their yellow
country, being described as such
not only because of yellow robes,
yellow temples, goldenrod and
daisies, but that the rivers, vege-
tation, and the atmosphere seem
literally to be saturated with a
fine yellow dust.
Mrs. Brown contends that in
Burma the elephants can pile the
teak wood as well as an engineer
could do it. Perhaps someday
some of us can go to Burma to see
whether or not this is true, and
if we do go there, I am sure that
we shall all want to travel "The
Road to Mandalay."
Campus Improvements
During the last year quite a
lot of improvement has been
made on the campus itself. The
wood east of the main building
has been cleared so that the plot
i3 now an attractive grove. Last
spring the little lake was dredged
and at present the big lake is be-
ing similarly improved. The cat-
tails and bull rushes, which tend
Campus
Activities
Edited 6y
Daniel Ovv.holser,
ch, e., '36
to discolor the water, are being J. R. Motz, secretary-treasurer.
removed. A new bridge now re-
places the one whose foundation
was washed out during Lost
Creek's flood stage last spring.
The Baboon
Not infrequently are there seen
on the campus a few first-class
monkeys, but the one seen on the
campus on October 11 so closely
resembled a baboon that it has
been believed that it was really a
baboon. It first appeared in the
morning- on the hillside near the
spring house. It then moved over
to the beech trees west of the
dormitory and from there it went
around the cinder path bordering
the big lake toward the pine
grove. In the afternoon it re-
turned to the lake for a drink of
water. This creature, which was
observed at various times by Mr.
Hopkins, Mr. Mann, and Mr.
Greenleaf, has created no little
sensation, especially among the
old-time monkey hunters. But
who's afraid of the big baboon ?
Rifle Club
The indoor rifle range is to
open on the Monday following the
mid-term examination week. The
first two weeks are to be open to
all freshmen and to those sopho-
mores who have not taken ad-
vantage of this indoor practice.
The club is planning a number of
matches for the year with poss-
ibly a few shoulder-to-shoulder
matches next spring. Warrant
Officer Kearns (Sarge) , U. S.
Army, will again coach the team.
The officers of the club for this
year are : G. F. Stark, president ;
B. McIntyre, vice president ; and
New Rules
An action recently taken by the
faculty will make it possible for
a student to avoid repetition in
the work of the freshman year at
Rose which he has already satis-
factorily done in his high school
course.
If a student satisfies the in-
structor in charge of a freshman
course, by examination or other-
wise, that he has sufficient knowl-
edge of the subject ; he may, with
the approval of his adviser,
schedule some other required or
elective subject in its place. The
student does not receive double
credit for his high school work,
but is merely excused from re-
peating work for which he al-
ready has credit.
Ye Olde Custom
The freshmen in the dormitory
have, on two occasions, set out to
chastise in a proper manner four
of their number who have not
strictly conformed to their ideas
of college life. On the first occa-
sion one man found himself
splashing about in the waters of
the little lake. On the night of
October 11, while there was still
in the air the morning's excite-
ment of the baboon's appearance
upon the campus, three more of
the freshmen found themselves
swimming the chilly waters of
the lake. Unfortunately. however,
an upperclassman, who was help-
ing to immerse one of the victims,
accidently fell into the lake. The
names of said victims may be
published in a later issue.
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TALK FOR TRAINS
On a track near Schenectady, a few weeks ago,
several visiting trade-journalists sat in a test car.
From a loudspeaker in this car came a running
stream of information. The voice was that of a G-E
engineer in a "station" a half-mile down the track.
Sample remarks:
"Believing that we could help railroads to speed the
movement of freight trains, G.E. has now produced
this device — a new system of communication.
It's not radio, but, in principle, direct telephony.
It's a distant cousin of the carrier-current coMmuni-
cation that power companies use. They talk over
the power lines; we use the rails, plus any wire line
along the track. Now, the man in the caboose can
talk with the man in the cab. It also works between
trains up to 5 miles apart, and between trains and
stations. Loudspeaker reception overcomes the
train noises. Can you hear me all right?" They could.
Dr. Ernst Alexanderson, a G-E Consulting Engi-
neer, is responsible for this development. He is a
1900 graduate of the Kungliga Tekniska HOgskolan,
Stockholm, Sweden. Incidentally, a partial indica-
tion of his versatility in engineering design will be
found in the U.S. Patent Office, through which he
has been granted more than 200 patents.
A RoNTGEN WARRIOR
For the doctors who are waging continuous warfare
against the dread, lurking specter of cancer, G-E
research men believe they have provided another
shining sword. Again they have produced the most
powerful x-ray tube ever built—this time, for
continuous operation in practical cancer therapy
at the Mercy Hospital, Chicago. Dr. E. E. Charlton,
Grinnell College, '13, is the man who directed the
production of this tube.
The giant tube (brother under the glass to those in
your radio) measures more than 14 feet in length, is
rated 800,000 volts, will treat patients in a fraction
of the time required by the last "most powerful"
one, has x-ray radiation equivalent to $75,000,000
worth of radium (if there is that- much!) and needs
20 gallons of Lake Michigan's coldest water every
minute to keep cool.
It's a pleasure to make good motors and good lamps.
It's a greater pleasure to help alleviate human ills—
all in the line of duty! More tubes are on the way.
SMOKE IN THE EYE
An eye in the stack is worth two on the ground.
So thought G-E engineers as they finished mulling
over the smoke-nuisance problem of power and
heating plants.
A light source and a photoelectric-relay unit were
installed in stacks in Chicago and New Jersey.
They are so arranged that when the stack is clear,
light falls on the phototube; a meter or recording
instrument registers zero smoke density. As the
density increases, the phototube receives less light
and indicates an increase in density. An adjustable
electric contact is provided to operate an alarm.
(A running record of the amount of smoke passed
up the stack could be obtained by adding a recorder.)
Thus, the "electric-eye," which is not affected by
cinders and is never closed in sleep, has found
another way to be of service.
Two G-E engineers, W. R. King and Pieter Juchter,
developed this new smoke-density indicator. King is
a '28 graduate of the U. of Kentucky, and
Juchter a '24 graduate of the Eidgenossische
Technische Hochschule, Ziirich, Switzerland.
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